Model United Nations Opens 13th Session
Pacific West MUN Session
Expects 1,100 Registration

Spattana
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1963
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Ambassadors Speak
At General Meeting

For the last two years. since
Sans Obregon, secretary-general,
administraand Richard
tive assistant to t.temetary-een
SJS as u.u
oral, began prom...meeting. .7
location tot. the 1.

Three speakers, all prominent of Justice for the Federation of
-1 Nations activities, will Nigeria. He is now one of eight
::e 13th annual MUN sea- principal advisers to SecretaryGeneral U Thant.
Me U.N. dignitary was thel
:’,night at 8 in the Civic AudiUnited States representative on
the Trusteeship Council and adviser to Ambassador Stevenson on
colonial and non self-governing
territories. He was also president
,f the Trusteeship Council in 1962.

"Due to the recent developments in the Congo, we feel that
Amachree will have something
worthwhile to say." commented
Samuel Obregon, MUN secretarygeneral.
Both of these speeches are free
and open to the public in the Civic
Auditorium. Obregon extended a
special invitation for SJS students
to attend.
Bingham has traveled extensively in the Far East, and the USSR
JATHAN BINGHAM
. . . U.N. delegate
.m. Ambassador Jonathan B.
:ham. U.S. representative on,
t N Economic and Social
ancil, will be the keynote speaker at the opening session of the
General Aasembly.
lanehms has been active in
A Nations work since 1913
s presently the principal ad to Ambassador Adlai Steven it economic and social condi-,
1
He author of "Shirt Sleevel
:uuniary" and "Point 4 in Art- received his Phi Beta Kappa
71
at Yale University. Tie,
ated from the Yale Law:
1luelfrey,
Inder-1
uale -au ef
uferatiens in the u ’
at me senind General As-Amaehree served
,,.ural and permanent
-au Federal Ministry

FinancialAid
Urgent Need

Of Delegates
Ilse price tag on the 1963 Medel
:
session in
100.

OBREGON AT U.N.Samuel Obregon, secretary-general of the
Model United Nations, is pictured above in front of the Secretariat Building in New York after he completed the United Nations interne program for college students last summer.

Western Schools Send
MUN Representatives
Model United Nat ions of the Paella.- West was founded in 1951 as
a major Munition organization
whose membership is comprised of
colleges and universities from the
thirteen western states.
The first session was held at
Stanford University in the spring
of 1931. with 35O delegates attend me. At this time the MI.’S of the
Paeifie West was organized as an
GODFREY AMACHREE
Inlependent
academic
activity
. . . Congo adviser with the aid of the Collegiate
lie has also served on health and Council for the U.N.
Vielfare hoards,
NON-AFFILIATED
Ambassador Nikolai R. FedoAt the 1933 meeting, it was derenko, permanent representative cided that the conference vvould
(Continued on Page it

ship of any parlieular ,traanoalion and would be maintained by
the colleges and universities themselves.
Since then the organization has
been conducted as an independent
academic activity and has not
affiliated with any organization.
It is neither pro nor anti-U.N.
"Its development and growth
have been a direct result of students’ concern with the study of
Internist ion vehicles for peace." explained Richard Quigley, executive
assistant to the secretary-general.

DERSTA
The primary ptirpose of the organization is to hold annual SiMilseperate itself from the sponsorlated U.N. sessions. Each delegation attending represents a member
country of the actual U.N. by
educational role playing.
The motto of NIUN, "Peace

Schedule of Events
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Registration
Delegates Reception
Dinner for Delegates
becutive Committee Dinner
First General Assembly Meet
Caucus Sessions:
AsianAfrican bloc
Soviet bloc
Western
bloc

it’ontinued on Page 3)
Civic Auditorium
Saint* Claire Hotel
Women’s Gym
Cafeteria
Civic Auditorium
Saint* Claire Hotel
Patio Room
Spartan Room
Empire Room

THURSDAY
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Second
Third
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110011
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Royce Hall
Washburn Hall
Moulder Hall
St. Paul’s
Methodist Church
Allen HMI
Markham HMI
Allen Hall
Markham Hall
College Theater
ENV
Council Chambers
MUN Office
Recreation Field
EDO!
Women’s Gym
Cafeteria
Civic Auditorium
Sainte Claire Hotel
Patio Room
Spartan Room
Empire Room

Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee

Specie! Poldlaal Committee
ECOSOC
Security Council
Commission
Disarmament
International Court of Justico
Faculty Advisers Meeting
General Committee
Committee on Rules
Lunch
Emcutive Committee
Dinner for Delegates
Evocative Committee Dinner
Second General Assembly Meet
Caucus Sessions:
AsisnAfrican bloc
Soviet bloc
bloc
Western

More than 1,100 college students
from 11 Western slates are expected to register this morning
in the Civic Auditorium for the
13th Annual Model United Nation.s of the Pacific West
This year San Jose State is acting as the Secretariat and host
for the four -day conference from
aril 24-27.

Voting Continues
Elections for .assit and Associated Women Student/4 (AW’Fi)
offices (.1 tinii. todas. Polls are
located in front of the bookstore
and cafeteria. F.SeelltiVe Connell, student Connell, and all
t he filled.
.-WS positions
Indications are that the s ote
turnout l’s high. 1744re eleetion
stew, on Page 4.i

People don’t seem to realize
A. nal
a tremendous undertakin/
i these sessions are." corn mr
Samuel Obregon, secretary -,a:.eral. MUN.
.
lie emphasized that costs sky;
, rocket quickly when you’re feeding 110 delegates, housing them,
or even arranging transportation.
"Then, too, the organization has
a sizable overhead from just the
office supplies necessary to keep
in contact with 109 colleges in 11
states," he explained.
Currently, the hulk of the session is financed through delegations being assessed fees. However, perhaps the biggest problem
is these fees do not arrive until
lust a few months before the session Secretary-General of Model
U.N. Samuel Obregon feels the
interim period between the preceding session and the time whey
the money arrives severely handicaps the organization.

It is also hoped. Obregon added
that eventually the fund will he’:
Is of delegates e
reduce the
mg from as far away as Alasa.i
and Montana.
-
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Same as Thursday’s SCHAlula
San,. at Thursday’s Schedule
lunch
Executive Committee
Fro, Tim "On the Town’
I
tionel Sall
Caucus Rooms Open:
Spartan Room
Room 205 and 207
SATURDAY
Third Session M General Assembly
Lunch fe. Delegates
hacialsa
hoculivot Carrenill
Muriel U N

Searle Claire Hotel
Sainte Claire Hotel

Civic Auditorium
Cafeteri
Cafeteria
Aiiditeriure
Peviliem
Fairgounds

I)! P1.1( ATLS
It has another filSlinetion since
it is the only MI.’S to have all
the organs ef the real United Nations. All committees, th. general
assembly, security council. social
and economic council, and world
court are encompassed in the Pacific West MUN.
The session ys student directed
and is rye affiliated with any parOBJECTIVES
According to Obregon, the pur- ticular organization All work is
aose of the MCN is to learn atom voluntary. A few students are
the United Nations. hew it works receiving one unit of political sciand about the peoples, niltisre ence credit in special studies for
customs, economics, and politics ,if the work.
PUBLII INVITED
the country.
All sessions of the MUN are
-STUN provides a forum for a
mission of problems of pe.:
:pen to the public Students are
specially melted to the general
:sernbly meetings um Wednesday
rid Thursday nights and Satur:ay morning in the Civic Audi-num. This is a fitting location
uar these sessions since the audimium is built on the site of the
7 mmer home of Pedro de Saisset,
:.ice-consul of France
soris
emphasizes what the
NII.N
cancelled orders for equipment to
he used at a MUN event, it was United Nations has done and what
announced yesterday by Sam Ith- it ean du. 17 intarma the student
regon. secretary-general for the as to what the organization actually is." Obregon emphasized.
NIUN.
-It is a great educational exHOWPVer, the order has been
perience.- he said. "By playing the
renewed with MUN.
Accordine to Obregon. all ef- role of a foreign country. students
forts will he made to anew only learn to extend thew viewpoint.
hope se:dents and adults in
ailthonzed persona entrance to the
take advanthe commanity
General Assembly.
Two weeks ago a local flower tage of thus opportunity to see
nimpany received a fake order for bow the U.N operates It’s the
,5275 het it aas cancelled bef-nte nesa best !lune le being in NEN:
Yark." he stated.
Swine

Wrong People
ancel Orders

Desire To Learn, Enthusiasm
Earn Top Post for Obregon

Anti-MUN Hears
Councilman Today

The a::1.
7’arrIPalgrt fr. today with Los Gatos I’
Councilman James Donati spa
ing at 230 p.m. in E132 on "I’:
United Nations and Natural La
Toni DiPinpo announces.

ADVISERFormer Hungarian freedom fighter Janos
students playing the part of Hungarian rep.
representatives. Dots on the map indicate delegations that will
attend MUN.
MUN

VArkony will Advise

1961 MUN se.,., ’ii and in leu,iu lie
WaS a delegate during the NIVN
10th session.
Preparati,in for the Secretary: I leneral pie:item has kept him busy
for nearly nine hours a day and
delayed his graduation date for
. two years
At San Jose State, Obregon has
served as ea -officio member on
both .N.S/71 exeretive and student
councils, chairman of SPUR, ramPartX’: and member
i-P,s
opof ASB Spartan Board
erators if the lasikstore and cafeteria.
Before transferring ti, S.1S. Ohregon attended Oakland City Col Mee. where he was elected state
president ’it the California Junto)*
1 e n t Government
u’ollege S t
president and board memssn
tier of the Oakland City College
Aluerre Assn and Salt president

ahead

The last Gatos councilman a
a Republican candidate for ’ State Assembly lied year and y.,
serves as chairman of the C.,
fornia Committee for Econe
Freedom.
Two films he
told Story’ and "Mu ,
11
gars:" will be shaa
belay and tomortsuis ui, I
Pippo said.

Reereatiee Field
1D411

turegon
thrOisghoilt the a ;
continued
MUN ef the Pacific West is one
of many model United Nations
throughout the world. There are
MUNs in Canada. Geneva. India.
and many others in the United
States. "Ouirs is the largest in
the world." ohregon explained.

At Model United Nations. patterned in -aisle/ma, and actnities
after the United Nations. student
delegates attempt to base their
policies and actions on the country they represent. For more than
a year, each delegate has been
st tidying the’ stein! political, and
economic strict it’s,’ of the country he represents

"Without any operating mu,
he explains. "we are forced :
borrow from student body funds
stet= riesuu u, learn the
and individuals for business operworkings of the United Nanons
ating expenses.a love of labor are two per-A partial answer to the prob- an,1
Sam Obregon credits
lem of finances may be our Perm- sonal traits
him into the top chair
anent Underwriting Fund." Ohre- for leading
af the 13th
eon said. "The Permanent Under- as secret ary-eenera
United Nations
writing Fund was set up this year. session of Model
West.
in the hope of raising at least of the Pacific
Obregons desire to know the
$3.000-$4.000 from the community
its New York
In past years. ,sir problem has U.N. sent hum to
one
been a depletion of funds imme- headquarters last slimmer as
of 49 interrtes under a U N indiately following the session.
terne program for naive., and uni"’Then we find we must borrow’
versity Staines
or resort to other sources in order:
Previously he had served as
to operate until delegation fees
Aittme Secretary -General at last
arrive shortly before the next se’s-,
year’s MUN session in San Dieces
sion." Obregon continued.
Ohregon also has had experience
"The organization has reached’
the
as delegation rhairill:Ln
the size where it should stns." to:
he more financially indeiiendent.’
Obregon concluded.

FRIDAY
10,, so p.m.
’417,10 anea
t
On
Sf7 tIlfl

dents haae been planning tot’ this
session.
This week more than 400 S.IS
stivients will participate as administrative officers, committee
chairmen. secretaries. clerks,
pages, and publicists for this event
involving more than 109 colleges
and an-Mut-soles

Former United States C
man Donald L. Jackson
Angeles, will speak on Fr
morning at 11 in cafeteria is,.
.7 aid t5. ite is ill arteak again au
a mat night in the Ste Cl.:’’
llotel. Thrippo sant
Jackson served in congress
1947 to 1961 and was the ranking
Republican member of the House
Committee orm l’n-Arnerican Actis:ities when he retired,
The ant i
active ies will
canclurie on Saturday with picketing of the general session in the
morning and Antbassarler N
T
Poriorenkn’s speeeh that night.
DiDippo adsiest

Hurry -Hurry
Many Bargins
To Choose From
Make Your Selection
NOW

SAVE

SAVE

SPRING BOOK
SALE
SPARTAN
BOOK STORE
-Right on Campus

2SPART44 DAILY

V’erleesAny Apr11 NI lciel

Dr. Duse1 Lauds Session

CornmitteeWork
’Major Function’

MUN Charter

respect for the
We, the student bodies of the which justice and
animal session of the Nlodel t ’kited
I welcome the 13th
from treaties
member schools of the Model obligations arising
Nations ,,1 ihe Pacific V. est to th. campus of !tian Jose State
:aid other sources id international
tiuted Nat iifls. determined:
I
I I,,
iiited Nato,- 1- a major educational
and
’In aid in the attempt to save , law can be maintained, and the
ratie traditions.
enterprise in kcciiiiig is iii. the laist de
To recognize the need
,,,,CCeoaltig generations from the
th, ii_iors of scholails -holy with the estate -meta
Coml.
twice in our Illeafts for pomading social pills
of role-plavitig, 11(idel I flitch \ ai...iis scssions lo-ter
"Committees are the major eeive pro and con viewpoints as scourge of war, which
gfeSS and better standard of life
understanding of the coireli-si.. of the world’s social and function of the Model United Na- the main item before the Full century has brought untold 1..1 -III larger freedom.
ridi o f..Itli- Anil spectators. It tions," said Enid Munsinger. chair- Disarmament Commission. The row to mankind, and
problems. boil,
Cl o
And for these ends
To prepare tduseives for the
di,pias. that man of the Economic and Finan- commission will debate ways to
aird lllll
marked contrast to
practice tolerance and to live
perpetuatand
promoting
of
task
’To
cial .iwareties-. the hundreds of cial Committee.
often pas& as eiidentres
prevent wider dissemination of
in peace ivith one another
together
and
nations.
all
tunone
peace
ing
iodic
in
the
parte
Model
I.
s
oiled
Nat’
student delegates who
All the work on resolutions is nuclear armaments.
neighbors, and
good
as
in
faith
establish
and
develop
To
are held to rigorous standard- id. academic preparaC
in the done in committees. After introParliamentarialui were named
unite our strength to assist in
fundamental human rights. In the
historical and political bat kgr
Is (if the
trit the rep- duction, resolutions are discussed for the MUN. They are
international Wile(’
maintaining
human
of
the
worth
and
rtile.
the
iiroc.littral
olit ill Illf
resent. as siscfl a- in
and voted on. If passed. the) go to Kushins of the tutu committee,
and, by the acceptsecurity
and
men
of
tights
equal
in
the
person,
1110.4 toilip!.
Gary Manildi of the special pothe General Assembly.
and wonwn and of nations large ance of piinciples and the instituliii
111,11.. ti. 1/f.I1,1,
Na
..1) islijiti 110.11.1
litical commit tee and Udell and small, and
’There
is
a
fantastic
amount
of
lion of methods. to promote the
s delegates practice their eros. ing skills ol
preparation that must be done Schmitz Jr. of the Full DisarmaTo promote a deeper under- , policy that aimed force shall not
are real and vitally important the control id outer space.
before a student is able to express ment Commission
standing of the conditions under’ be used, save in the conumin inhear contrid and disarmament. control of poptilati
the viewpoint of a foreign coon- I
growth. food production and ilistribution. the Arab-Israeli eon!try." Miss Monsinger explained.
troversies dissentient in the Congo. growing tensions in southThe three main blocs, African west Afriea. Hungary. Berlin. (*alba. On a small scale, this
symbolizes our hope for a twat-efts, Asian, Soviet, and Western, hold
Model I nited Nat.
resoltiti
of major international conflicts. What these dele- ’caucus sessions before the comgates from the major colleges and universities of the 13 western mittee meetings in order to decide
states are attempting to do is extremely difficult and seri’ their policy on resolutions.
important -to learn how our eiv ilization may be presers ch.
DISCUSSIONS
through diplomatic negotiation. compromise, and agris
The first committee. under
Our comitrv’s conlinned leadership in the United Nation - ..hairman Rory Condon, will deal
itself. where nations of the world are playing for great stak,- with political and security discusand for keeps. ni.s depend on V01116111..11 enlightened support sion, namely the U.N. Emergency
from its electorate. 1 iirLo ill ,dittlent, to attend as MASI% of the Forces in the Congo and the ques\ sessions awl hi.- lit as dies can lit into their scieedules, thin of representation of China
,N I !TIAN! J. DI I I
in the U.N.
si.o,
,11,_.
Enid Munsinger heads the sec- !
,T*t committee, concerned with;
,,,inomic and financial topics. The
a-eelerated flow of capital and
hchnical assistance to developing
On behalf ot the ,ittititiri-.At Jose State College. I countries. and the provision of food
islegatjuih., of the 13th
would like to welt,
the
s.rpluses for deficient peoples
of the Model Lnited Nations to this campus. reetignizio
ough the U.N. are wheduled
that only thrinieli activities socli as this will today’s oH,
debate.
students gain the international insight :aid understandic._ hi
PREJUDICE,
INTOLERANCE
essary to lave the problems of an increasingly rumples isorld.
humanitarian and culIt is oh, ions to
one at all familiar is ith Ml \ that it
Is far more than a -mock- session of the United Nations: it tural questions will confront the
particular bloc in order to influence or defeat
MUN COMMITTEE MEETINGS similar to the
does Itl.pre than familiarize its participants with the function- third committee, led by Jim Chang.
agenda items and resolutions iritroduced in
one above play an important part in the session.
N and some of the intricacies of international Manifestations of racial prejudice
ing i
and national and religious intolcommittees.
Members of MUN belong to one of three rerelut -i.rtlo. ;Is these aspects might be.
gional caucus blocs. Members work within their
Cie:ince to the individuals involved in the erance, and international covenOf c;
ants
on
human
rights
will
be
session i- ilo
N11.-nil months of preparation spent
,
liter by the VaritIlls etillegeS. looked into by the committee.
in studying the c
Reorganization of the SecreWith some 5 to
r iiclegation, and some 1119 deleI, .1 I1!.i,rent country, the number of tariat will be one of the adminisgations. each rep---.
students drawn
cieintries other than the United trative and budgetary questions
tackled by the fifth committee.
States becomes (to,,
.int indeed.
This se,’
is tile coil:di:Athol of several years of effort under Roger Harrison. Another
on the part of the -ieerctariat.
rider the supervision of Seere. topic will be the obligations of
1,,r. -.,t1 and I,i- staff. Beginning in January members with regard to financinc
tary-General
of 1959. wint,
hosen
the host of the 1963 session, U.N. Emergency Forces,
-national law . ar_t lo Miss Cox. the German mIn preparation for tile HUN seaTeaching
the Secretariat has compiled and sent out literally reams of
CUBA-BERLIN SITUATIONS
Prof. John :1.1
mals in South Tyrol (part or
literature and information on the session to member schools.
The MUN Security Council, un- sin, a special class has been con- Santa Clara
Italy) signed an agreement giviii.
What had seemed like a great deal of time rapidly this
der chairman Gary Wejnia, will dueled for the past year at Santa Raymond. Prof. Raymond w
rlie Germans certain privileges an.i
in size in comparison to the amount of work that had to talk on the Cuba and Berlin situ- Clara University’s Law School es- graduated from Harvanl
be done in preparation for the session.
pecially to train 15 justices for the School in 1921 and practiced law rights. Austria says that Italy reations.
It goes without saying that MUN is the type of activity
Del Frank leads the Economic MUN International Court of Jus- in Boston for 20 years. He was fused to live up to the agreement.
that helps to make this institution an intellectual stimuhant and Social Council, which will dis- tice.
legal adviser for Gen. Lucius Clay
The second case is Portugal vs.
India which involves the Indian
to the general conimunit
MUN of the Pacific Northwest in Berlin, 1946-49.
cuss disarmament and U.N. asits rightful role.
In 1949, Raymond became the seizure of Goa. in December, 1961.
Congratulations and best wishes for a successful session. sistance to newly independent is the only MUN known to incorporate the International Court of US. State Department legal adNamed to Who’s Whoin AmeriB! .l
countries.
Pre,ident
can Colleges and Universities and
.
viser to Germany and Austria.
7-tiiiient Body. San Jose State College
Nuclear disarmament will re- Justice in its structure.
According to Marilyn Cox, court named Outstanding Delegate of
registrar, two cases are expectcil the San Jose MUN delegation in
to come before the court tumor - 19132, Miss Cox is current registrar
of the MUN International Court
One is an advisory opinion by of Justice.
Austria on the national minority
Miss Cox received the SJS mersituation in South Tyrol. Accord- itorius Service Award in 1962.

Hauck issues Greetings

Special Class Trains Justices
For MUN International Court

I ri 1,11
Hungry
for flavor?
Tareyton’s
got it!/,

"Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duos partes divisa est!"
says Marius (The Profile) Lacunas, star actor of the Players Romani. "Gaudeamus," he declaims,
"at long last here’s a filter cigarette with flavor bono de gustibus you never thought you’d get from
any filter cigarette. Ave Tareyton!"
mrtmsrseitesesterrse..1
Dual Filter makes the difference

DUAL FILTER Tareyton
41, 4

A. 94.sueR

;gas-Cramp

.1040. tg

r ne,ale *sew

iciest, and
To gain a wider knowled
of
international martuner)
promote evonotnie and social
ad
VIIIIC-elllellt of all peoples,
/lave resolsed toCl/1111M*
our
efforts to accomplish these ia

Accordingly,

our

isa

tespec tV

schools, through representatnes
St
the sixth session of the
Wel
United Nations, assembled at
79.
gun state College
and having
authority from our respec tql!
schools, subscribe to the pi.,
charter of the Model United
Dons, and do hereby formally
tablish a student
r
be known as the Mist. [

SPU Defends
U.N.; Likes
Open Debate
theInSstuurenrtt P0elactIh,.’t
ganized U.N. study
out literature, and s p is n .
-peakers defending the
11. ins actions.
According to chairrnal,
>orison, SPU welcomes HUN be.
1. As stutients and citizens
lie leading democracy of the
world we bear particular ry
iility
for participating in the
land of diligent study and tree elscossion which the MUN promotes
2. We support the purposes iso
the MUN charter.
:I. We are convinced that MUN
offers a unique "laboratory" fu:
experimenting with facts sat
ideas.
4.
are especially happy the:
our campus is to serve as the s
retariat for the MUN, tor we I.
the privilege of part
observing its
SPU is organizing
\I I\m
picket to express their sup
irld also to counteract the a
group.

URneicchPrrTeaHteraAiYaNcr.)
secretaryino for 01

Spartanady
Entered as second class matter April
24. 1934, at San Jose, California.
dr th act of March 3, 1879. MOT,
bey California 74ewspapen Publislisn
Association. Published daily 1:4: As ociated Students oi San Jose St.,,
College except Saturday and Sand .1.
during college year. Subscription scented only on a remisinder-ofisemer
ter basis. Full academic year, $9: each
semester 84.50. Off-campus price pan
e.oipy.,10 cents. CY 4-6414Edito rial
gi.dy.
Ext. 2383 , 2384, 2385, 2386. Adv...
thing Ed. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Offs’
hours 145,420 pan.. Monday through
Editor
....... BOB WI NI
Aduertising Manager KENT VLAUT
DIANE MAU it
Day Editor
.

Day of Infamy

I

Reprinted From The Arizona Republic
For the first time in our history the
United States has deliberately set out to
destroy the liberty and independence of
another people.
By mir outright support of the savage
colonial policy of the I "sited Nations in
Katanga. the .1nierican government has
made itself a party to one of the most
vicious attacks on a free people since the
Soviet Union smashed the victorious revolt of the people of Hungary.
V. it limit United States support and iii.
rection, this brutal destriaction of the
rights of the people of Kantaga could
never have occurred. Succembing to the
p rt., ures of the so-called -neutraliststates in the 1 .N.. and ni the
Mated Seeretary-General U I liant. lour
government has turned its back (limn its
own historical principles.
Vu.- base abandoned our traditiotui and
our principle-.
To please the primithe and dictatorial
regimes of 1frica and Asia., to satisfi the
ambitions of ’neutralist.’ leatlyr. .slop
neither
lerstand nor acknowledge the
principlea of self-determination and personal freed, im. is hose helped to destrty
one of the few %Irbil’) states is hie,’ kali’
ers insdersimel the necessity for cooperation between the races and mutual toh
’,trancn and common effort for progress.
This despicable action flies in the face
of everything Americans have always
been taught to hold dear. We. who liheratisl tr..tiha (rain Spain, who gave the
Philippines their independence. who
f Iiiight three great wars to help preserve
the independence and freed ..... of peoples
from Europe to Korea and are still doing
to in
far-uhf N’iet Nam, we Americans
have now joined the motley crew of self/serving wreckers in the U.N. who want

to destniy, it. .t huild, to colonize, not
crate.
V. liy eas this thing done? V. hat pos.
slide god can come of joining these me
lettered and unprincipled natiims with
their mercenary troops in stamping ont
of the nu),1 helpful and progressi%c
African regimes to emerge from the ssel.
ter of dictatorships and mismanaged pie
Ii.’,’ states on the dark
NI) WIIIIIIer the 1:11itell Slates quietly
agriiil to drop the Hungarian ,111,10’’’
s
fr
the I.. *N. agenda in re. ent
vieeks. The administration was alrcail
planning to do the same thing to
have copied tin. SOl II1 1 ’lion likely action in Iltiniary hi tuuu,lrtliiti
!tierce:1.in
and directing the rame sort
attack against the freely eh osen
mem
Katangii.
We the peoples of the I nitre’ State’
through’ our representatises at the
Nations hase supported and applauded
iit-tory- in Elizabethiille where l .s
troops entered a hospital and Aid to

COtalyMtMolTihT

economic,
eh:ism:et," +.4,
months pre

death helpless, hopeless, innocent pat

ll
a
rg
’this
is i
of the
indeed
the climax
erosion of principle that has sickened
ti,. I hilted States in the hist few decades.
This is the final abandonment by our
government of our long-held belief in the
rights of ilfelple to determine their own
destiny in their own way, in freedom This is the final abandonment of the
ideals of our country to th- expediency
.
of the conecienecless United
"iiil’snoitaN
of infamy .
is pAnniyierica:
it i
lust.rstilay
1.1.1 its
our
It is ill be hard enough to espiain this
betrayal trif prowl ph’ to the rest of the
world. liow will we explain it to our eiwn
consciences?

Students against Communism
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MUN Opening Climaxes Months of Intensive Preparation
Secretariat Ready
To Act as Host
For 13th Session

U THANT S EQUIVALENT, Samuel Obregon,
secretary-general for MUN, studies a resolution
in preparation for the opening of the session.
Richard Quigley, right, executive -assistant to the
secretary-general, holds another resolution waiting for Obregon’s attention. Over 21,800 resolu-

Photo by Dave Bellek
tions are expected to be introduced during the
four day session. Resolutions are first presented
in the various committees. Then if they are approved, they are ..ent to the General Assembly
for a final decision.

After months of hard work,
intensive study, and plenty of
manual labor, SJS students who
make up the MUN Secretariat
are ready to be hosts for the
13th Annual Model United Nations of the Pacific West session.
SJS will not represent any
specific country at this session.
Instead it will serve as the administrative orranliation. thi.
Secretariat
Planning for these four days
of meetings began two years ago
when Sam Obregon, secretarygeneral, and Richard Quigley,
executive assistant to the secretary-general, began promoting
SJS as the place for the 1963
session.
Since then, more than 85 students have volunteered their
time to write material for mailing kits, supply research sources.
plan housing facilities, arrange
for meals, organize an agenda,
secure places to hold meetings,
and serve as unifying force and
clearing house for MUN operations.

, SAN JOSE

YOU
N.63

SMILES ON THE FACES of San Jose State
coeds Judy Patten and Diane Madsen
bid
"Welcome- to 1,100 Model United Nations
delegates and faculty advisers who are meeting
in San Jose for their 13th annual session, Miss

Madsen is undersecretary in charge of special
services for MUN and was in charge of such
responsibilities as supplying maps and pages
for the session.

iliiirtif411612 .0:0""
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Photo by Dave &Oak
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN Del Franks portrays the role of
Italy to show how delegates who have intensively studied the
economic, political, and social aspects of their countries, will
serve at the MUN session. Franks is one of the IS committee
chairmen who have been in rigorous training for the pest three
months preparing for the session.

U.S. AMBASSADOR TO THE U.N., Jonathan B. Bingham (right)
discusses his appearance at the MUN session, April 24, at 8 p.m.
with Sam brogan, secretary-general, during his visit to the
United Nations. Bingham, a member of the U.N. Economic and
Social Council, will speak at the first meeting of the General
Assembly in the Civic Auditorium. The public is invited.
HEADQUARTERS of the United
Nations and New York’s mid Manhattan skyline, as seen from
Welfare Island’s southern tip
in the middle of the East River,
are pictured above. The skyscraper houses the Secretariat’s
offices; council chambers and
conference rooms are located
in the low building at the river’s
edge; and the General Assembly is held in the domed building at the right.

-

TO PUBLICIZE MUN, students have appeared
on many radio and television shows. Pictured
above from left to right are Enid Munsinger,
"trnittee chairman; Samuel Obregon, seers 4r/’ 9"noral, and Richard Quigley. nxi cuti,a is

A._

Pi-n4n byr,.

Pn

sistant to the secretary-general. They appeared
on "Editor’s Forum" on KTVU and discussed
MUN history, administration, the court, and
oommittees.

MUN MONEY MAN, Torn King, director of budget and finance,
goes over the books as he attempts to figure out where the money
will come from in order to pay the estimated $50,000 cost of
the April 24 77 session. King has compared his position AC MUN

finance director to the of a job as accountant ;or a I dr r. corporation This year, a "ermanent Underwriting Fund was set up in hope
of raising $3,000 $4,000 from the community. Remainder of the
cost is paid by deln)ates fees, school fees, and SJS.

4t4PARYTA1i

1600 Students Cast Ballots;
ASB Voting Continues Today

Wednesday, April 24, 19E5

DAILY

Fedorenko To Speak Saturday Night
(CoatWord from Page 1)
to the United Nations who re
placed Valerian 4/110 J.5.1.L2:51) 5.
Will speak after a delegates’ do.ner Saturday night at X IN the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
Pavillion Room. Tully ht.sid

Plaza
Garden
Shop
flowers loaf
Love to Give
CY II -597S

I

Tickets tor the banquet and the
-perch all. being ...via in front of
the LissukNture through Friday.
Cost for the dinner and the spent ft
tor students is S5. Tickets are also
.ixatlable for St to hear only the
speech.
FedLirenko’s only previous ambassadorial post was in Japan
srlere he served from 1958 until
,
--rimier His present U.N. pos.tion came as an anti-climax of
the October Cuban crisis when
A ill ai Stevenson tongue-la-shed
Zorin.

tritet.
president; Ann Warn’
to :I,
:’’11511X.011 I.
president: Suzie
"ce
Stti-Ifir’d
vote for Executive Council,
,,,,,.stwitned gent and Judy Sewell, second vice brith?,-. ri Ti’
and
dent
Council.
president: Carol Michael and JanWomen Students positions today.’ ice Haber. secretary: Pam Gustin
Polls are open from 8:30 a.m, to kind Leslie Sears. treasurer.
4.30 pm. in front of the bookstore’
Se% in candidates are running

A

124 E San Fernando

Ifor tta

is usually the
heavier voting day. Fneetion Board
Chairman said 2.000 ballots were
prepared for sophomore repo-simtative positions and approximately two-thints were used try

The

’MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.

Rds.

continues

Indications are that the election
turnout for’ yesterday was high*

TYPEWRITERS

Story and Whit

turnout

and cafeteria.

spnial student Rates

Lo Bue’s Plaza

large

293-5283

second

day

FOREIGN CAR
omeint

,r judicial representative
Belt)
J.,:1 Anderson

.....3pett la Lb

See us for all your bakery needs.
Wedding cakes, party pastries.
birthday cakes and pies.
Son Jose’s finest independent
bakery

Body Repairs & Painting
Aluminum Work

Free Estimates
Guaranteed Workmanshp
Insurance Work

CY 2-9099

yesterday afternoon.
Steve Larson and Bruce Wise’man oppose each other for the
ASH presidency.
Unopposed candidates for Executive Council positions are Bob
vice president; Al HenPisan,
ninger, treasurer: Bill Holley. attorney general; Bob Coordz, executive secretary.

" H

BEAUTY CARE
!MP

115

LONG LINES formed around the polling booths during yesterday’s voting for AS8 offices. Above, students queue up for ballots at the booth across from the Spartan Bookstore, while other
Spartans cast their votes. Voting booths are open today from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

ql
at llow
seelow
irp
al work done by
student!: under

SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE
CY 5.9516

West Sao Fernando St.

1

CENTER YOUR
Attention on Good
Vision and Better Appearance
w.t.ar comae, Len. and DiAcard "I how Glaw-et,
FOR

A

PERFECT FIT, COME IN SOON AND LET U SFIT YOU IN CONTACT LENS

The
Contact Lens Center
123 So. 3rd St., San Jose - CY 7-5174

May 7 Dedication
Set for ED Building
San Jose State will dedicate the,
Education
completed
recently
Building during the fifth annual
Day,
Founder’s
observance of
May 7.
Delivering the major address in
Concert. Hall will he Dr. Lawrence
Haskew. who will sneak on the
topic "The Goal Is Teachers." Dr.
Haskew is a former high school ,
principal and director of teacher
education at Emory University and
Agnes Scott College. He is ores-

at 1 p.m. Guided tours of the building will follow the ceremonies.

..::ttlii>rnthaet the nUnoirve:oslilty eoforTeEdxa.u.:
A member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Dr. Haskew is a graduate of
Emory University and has a Master of Arts degree from the UM-1
versity of Chicago and a Ph.D.
from the University of Georgia.
Dedication of the new building
education will be held following a
noon luncheon for invited guests
in the patio of the new building.
The-dedication exercises, which
11e open to the public, will begin

I

An academic procession with
SJS faculty members in full regalia will proceed from the administration building to Concert Hall
prior to the 10:30 a.m. program.
Giving the invocation will be Rahbi Joseph Gitin of the Temple
John T.
President
Emanu-El.
the
introduce
Wahlquist
will
cue-its and speakers.
-

I

’PASTRY

No? ..

Verse!.

Colonel Tours SJS
ROTC Facilities

in
Jk de pa.
staff,
Army
Cii
of
S.dt Francisco, visi,ed the Der,,,
ment of Military Science Tue,(1.1:
In the company of Lt. Col. I’ I :
win T. RNA, professor of
science, Col. Beck toured RI ’1’:
frieilities of San Jose State Coll,
and met with various officers and
cadets.

605 Sunol At Snooker
San Joss

et?

F

hen keep .stud ying Me clues in Ilot

in the Classifieds and kevp hunting . . .

Six sic for the four junior representative positions: Carol Ecklert, Jules Luventhal, Sharon Moy,
Miri Nicolaisen, Jack Perkins and
Grimy Vessel.

II

I 01

;.:.25.

Remember. May 7th is the day for
The Spartan Daily Peacock
color supplement
’et n’,17,===trtf_TP117111r.irtnc

Birth of Nation’ Featured
n Classic Series Today

. r.,
tl,! story of the
American Civil War will be shown
in "The Birth of a Nation" in the
classic film series today at 3:30
and 7 p.m. in TH55.
This portrayal of the Civil War
and the Reconstruction Period in
the Old South has created censure
and controversy, taut "all the attacks against the film were wasted, because the depiction of the
!white carpetbaggers’ reign of terror over the South was based.
I detail for detail, on the Congrescomsional Record of the perior cummented Seyrnoui Stern.
The movie has Is-en termed a.,
, changing the destinies of the screen
forever, transforming it overnight
’from a cheap amusement into a

a
PAINT & BODY SHOP
Our New Locat.on

Have Yon Found
The Spartan Dail\ Peacock

Nine candidates compete for the
four sophomore representative positions: Fred Best. Iran I rah len,
George Drake, Cliff Gutterrnan.
Charlene Hiatt, Don McInnis, Don
Phelps, Martin Stenrud, and Mark

Unopposed candidates are: John
Olsen, graduate representative:
Pat Butler, Don Carroll, John Hen(tricks, and Pete McGrath for sets ior representative positions.
AWS candidates are: Arlene

e7)

Ana

BRE.R0
SHOP
r.snn onTonia 55, .
2 blocks from. campus
CY 2-62180

minotrtrm.:

OYSTER PERPETUAL

ROLEX
-

fine art, a medium of siiprem..
ki r a matic and propagandist
power,
I
The event is free of charge to!
all members of the college cool , munity. It is co-sponsored by Spar.
tan Programs Committee and the
Audio-Visual Service Center, with
’David D. Cram as coordinator.

4.00Ir

I

University Dames
To Sell Rummage
University Dames, a stun
it’.
ganization of wives of married S.IS
men students and married women
students, will sponsor a rummage
sale at the San Jose Flea Market.
Berryessa. Saturday from ri a.m
to 4 p.m.
Articles to be sold include rsots
and pans, jewelry and articles of
clothing.
Money from the rummage sale
will be used for a scholarship to
la, presented a deserving married
male student in June,

On land as well
as In the water, the
Rolex fhster is a watch
)i.1/ can alua)s depend
on. Rolex Os stem
watches are pro,,I
at SO
from

91 South First St., Dowiltimn
307 Tosri & ctottory
V

lit

AC,

ft

ENJOY THIS
WEEKEND
THIS WRAPS IT UP
PERFECTLY...
PROPORTIONED TOO!

_

\\Till DANCING
FRIDAY AND
S.ATURD1V NITES

1170m

41-

/ I//N
/HOP/( IL
/It //

7.98
Nifty wrap skirt destined
for fun and pleasure and certain
to fit perfectly! ..
terrific in cranberry, olive

SPECIAL
SUNDAY
JAM
SESSIONS

.4111111111111111

SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED
AT

or blue dacron’ -cotton, 5-15 SR.

5-10,

AT
LuP

mapia
YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP, SECOND FLOOR
SHOP THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9I

HE

)

728 N. 13th St.
CY 5-9872
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"RESIDENT HALL"
\

I

\

111.1.

I Ill 1\f,

RESERVATIONS NOW BEING TAKEN
WRITE TO WENDY GLEN, 525 SO. 9TH
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
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WEDDING GOWNS,

.4: 01’R "RENT
10 Iry HAN

FORMALS, WRAPS,
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Bridal Rental Shop
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452’, Cor...na Dr
253-6164
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Third A San.Feinando
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San Jose Slate chapter 4sf Sigma
hells.
national men’s Journalism society, will present panel titsiassions Friday afternoon US part
j its Deadline Dinner pers.:ram.
Guest speaker at the annual dinner at 7-30 p.m will be Judge
Ralph M. Crown, authc:r of the
li’o’n Act and former speaker ol

5 color tones
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It is so mtieh better to have sc.
organization behind you, and titer’.’
., no limit on the Howl yett can
,;ske. It is not only a Ta,aection for
,ourself, but foe y .’11. family."
Thursday, fison 9 a.m. to
..m., a separate line for faculty
sari staff reeminas w.II Ise mainainel for e i4.1.
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.Since 511.N was founded, it hic
had many diming-nits:heti speakers,
including Ralph Runehe, undel’’’’
,ecretary of the United Nations;
11
I:leanor Roosevelt. Senator
t-Kiashel. George Cabot Lodge.
;1:’
Sinator
Wayne Morse. Ambas
;: Ting -Fu Tsrang;
-1’ 11"’I-’,,:deriek
Boland from !reliant.
Vebassador M. C. rhagla of In1;... and various United Nations
:-,:presentatives.
Pro:,
lournalom
Past ses.sions have been held in
V. Kapp,.
Peachtress Lane ,
X.tshingtcm. Oregon. and Call :..,n
Jose a. elected vice prf,s,
lent of the California State Nu_
misrnatic Assn, during its annual I
..,,nvention here last week.
Professor Happen will serve
’II) till’
t iOn’S neWly
1,..1 ;1.it.
Winn ()shorn.:

Coin Club Officer
TROPICAIRE
Twin -Vu DrIve-In

Now Showing on both Screens
"THE BIRDS"
Hichock

s.,,,,s-ter, it research meleorolre
. - Iir the U.S. Weather 111.111N11.1,
-;.,,:shies its fire weather.
-The sea brefve circulation is
.Inportant to the fire weather’ me./.,,rologist since it brings cool air
into an area." commented ANIS
member Roger Dickey.
The SITS chapter of the society
was formed this semester and already has 15 members, aceording
to Diekey. Refreshments will be
sers.ed at toni...10%. meetine, he
Rs,, 1
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"THE LEGEND OF LOBO"

-gmar Beryran F
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Peter Sellers
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MONTGOMERY CLIFT

A must for
All Students’

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
-.gs up to $120 on automob.le rr.s.,11Ce are new Cor,,a0,1
for married men under 25 years
of age with the California Casualty Indemnity Eschange.
-Married men Sr. this age
bracket are generally paying escessive premiums for the degree
of risk involved." says George M.
Campbell, Spartan Repr ,,,,,, five
4or (60 Eschange.
believe that a ^ s’r
..th family respons.hi. .. 1 ,
a moe careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents,- said Campbell. I
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For esample, A married n’,In
age 22 with Bodily Injury
850/20000 Property Deretoe
55.000 and Medical $500 pays
about $167 a year vr.th most in.
surarce Corylpanrr, Wrall California Casualty he would pay
about $80 Iv, $14 d:vidend, or ,
a net of $66 (bated on current
IS per cent dividend). Thus he
fAlcus about $lOt with tha Fs. ,
change. (Other coverages with ,
comparable savings).
Campbell declwed that even
’
UP rnerriod mitre and women w;t1.
good driving records may .1.,
ca,,I
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28 Crescent Girl Candidates
Vie for Pushcart Queen Title
.4’.14"’da
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’ho Hilton Inn in San Francisco
it tonal Airport.
..,,,Ity-eight contestants are vy.a.; for the title and the right to
reign ’att.!. Pushcart Relays and
the other activities of Lambda
’hi Alpha dining the next year.
The j8 contestants are Judy
!441:14%.
Alpha Phi: Trait Friend.
,.lpha Omicron Pi; Pat Braga/h.,
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Eight To Perform
In Music Recital

NEW PANHELLENIC JUDICIARY BOARD
.111,

Alpha Omicron Pi: Geri Allen
’Alpha Chi Omega: Meriheth Muir.phy. Alpha Chi Omega: Pat Frey
’ gang. Chi Omega: Yvonne rant has
Chi Omega; Bobbie Triguairo.
ma Kappa: Kathy Yoggerst. Sign
Kappa: Brenda Valentine. Gannwi
Phi Beta: Marsha aloC;innis. Gain.
ma Phi Beta: Kathleen Maddern.
Kappa Alpha Theta; Betty Jo
1Vheatly, Kappa Alpha Theta.
Suzy Dr-Martini. Phi Mu: Lind
Barley,
Ki!ppil
Del t a;
M..
Kappa Delta;
Weichert.
’
PANHELLENIC JUDICIARY BOARD meets recently to decide
"laser.
Delta Gamma:
1..11.1.
on its first case of the semester. The board was devised not to
LVeigert. Della Gamma: Site Akatake the place of the AWS Judiciary Board but to divide the
ander, Delta Ze:a; Sandi Schoen’
responsibility from the Panhellenic Executive Board. Members
Della Zeta: Nancy Cook, Kapp..
were chosen from houses in Panhellenic through interviews and
N.apita Gamma; Cheryl Vail. Kapserve for one semester or one year terms. From left to right
pa Kappa Gamma: Karen Skarnare Mrs. Merton Kirkish, adviser, Pat Scannell, Linda Shoemaker,
Washburn Hall: Linda Power,.
Diane Madsen, Karen Winslow, Peggy Keneficx and Karry
Washburn Hall: Cara!
hint,
Metheny, chief justice. The purpose of the board is to interpret
Hoover Hall; Carolyn
’.
Panhellenic rules and policies, act when there has been a violation
Hoover Hall; Mary G.ts
of national Panhellenic agreements or the SJS Panhellenic con’die Women’s Center; and Anne
stitution, non -cooperation with Panhellenic, or with any cases
Nelson, Catholic Womrn’s Ceii
brought up by referral.
From the 28 contestant- ,
finalists will be chosen, foil’
by the final selection of the Crescent Girl and her two attendant,
The first function, an oper
introduced the contestants
H, avond function was an intendBy GEORGE MARTIN
! beach party Saturday. It was
Hoed out, the group began a I
bawling party, the weather cleared:
so they tried a picnic lunch at
The resignation yesterday. of Bill Baker ’deputy to the secreAlum Rock Park but a second
tary-generalt from the MUN has prompted much discussion on
burst of rain brought them kiet:
campus. Everywhere, people are asking, "Geez, what would an
to the fraternity house.
ultra-conservative type reactionary like Baker be doing in the
MUN. anyhow?"

Zbe Column

Tomorrow at 1:30 pm, in
Concert Hall eight students of masa.
will perform their semester
ra.
vital.
The
program,
consisting ’’t
works by six classical composer&
is open to the public.
Partic:pating students are:
Su.
san Iittward. Margaret Brownlee,
taunilla Shehlt’n. Rachel Pere?.
Kenneth Jackson, Melvin rinley,
Jennifer Jones
Roberta
Burnet t

and

SUMMER FLIGHT

Depari: S. F. to London
Reurn: Paris to S.F.

$39 9

June 15
Sept. 2

00
Total Cost
Per Person

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Compianentory In Flight Hot Meals

1 our I.roup Org.anizers
4 s 1-1,115. Ext. 2327
Professor M.i,111 hiribrIlltiks
511011
Pr -if. .
I .uz ’1
,:l I. [AL 2550

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW!
1i I
- I
.f

’I’vtinie:
.---1112:
_-_.2
or As 94066
.2!11
374-Q292

493 E. 5onto Clara St. At 11th
411REINEM.P,W;4:

Design Students
In Competition

The obvious solution would seem to he that Baker, in the timehonored traditions of Jack Ashes that is the name of that political
club, isn’t it?’ everywhere. had cleverly infiltrated the MI’N.
wormed his way into the organization through dint of hard, long
hours spent working fur the cause, and then, at the right moment,
Si:: jam’ :;7
inill,41’111
arts
blasted himself all over the front page of the Daily by issuing a
students have entered a Bay Area
competition in furniture fashions.. heated resignation statement on the eve of the session.
Sound logical? Natch.
centering their design around a
True? Nope.
-,aanish theme, the students will
No friends, now that the hurly-burly’s done, and the MUN is
..’nstruct their "room" in the Civic
meeting, sonic light can now be shed on the inside story of the
’enter in San Francisco before
Baker resignation.
It.
You see, gentle Spartans, Baker obviously is a concealed liberal
.Nfter that date the exposition
who has been dwelling incognito in the conservative ranks. If th.,
be open to the public until
:v la. Seven college; have en is true las Bill doubtlessly will confirm since I have let the cc I
out of the bag, his contribution to the liberal cause has been fan’I the competition and the detastic. His cleverness has known no bounds.
-lied setting; of each
be
Take, for instance, last semester, when all the trouble broke
Aged by well-known experts in
out in the Young Republicans. How do you imagine a bunch of
\fore than !no shatents at the
Goldwater Republicans would ever have started arguing among
themselves if it hadn’t be ’n for the presence of a magnificent disn rrillrges are acti..,ly
ruptive force in the organization.
149.51 in the unusual project, first
. its kind at the Furniture Finch But Baker’s big contribution to the cause of peace, brotherhood
’5 Expositiin. spitnswert IT the
and internationalism no doubt was made just last week. The full
iii F011:!,it’
A s-Ki..1 ion of
story perhaps will never be known, but a hypothetical piecing to!ifgether of the probable facts goes like this:
Picture in your mind M, ’N Secretary -t ;eneral S’ain Obra_tan.
tired, drawn and haggard from long weeks of preparation fur ’he
big opening day. "Bill," Sam says to his trusted lieutenant, -W(4.1444
in a bad way. There just isn’t much interest on campus in the 01’
MUN. We’ve got to stir up some excitement!"
"I’ve got it," Baker says. "How about if I resign from the
. M. and get my picture in the paper and everything for leading
,he anti-MCN forces?"
"No. Bill." Sam SayS. "I couldn’t let you do that. I know how
you can’t stand hanging around guys like DiPippo and Sutter and
Reel). You’re so good and true, and overflowing with ideals of man’s
love for man and international cooperation, and peace, and ban-thebombism. I just couldn’t let you make the ssaciafice."

54

0
0
IL

do
"That’s okay, Sam, old trusted buddy," Baker says.
anything for an organization dedicated to international peace and
toleration"
’ Bless you, Bill," Sam says. ;is he rear- start to flow.
And that, friends, is the sinlple, moving story of a dethestO01
liberal.
FIIR would he proud.
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Enjoy smoking
Smoke o pipe!
And while you are shopping, try
one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. JAI
right for the discriminating pipe
smelter.

AT

Spartan Bookstore
"Right

on Campus"

Dept. Store

Blue MUNday

Third Annual

Goll
Johi

Open Daily 10 to I
Open Get,
This

Sun. 10 to 6

week featuring:

PUPPIES
AND SUPPLIES
"one of the largest plif shops in the country"

Phone 297-0254

1280 The Alameda

St!Bo

S. J. STATE’S
HOTTEST NEW
SPOT...
for
DINING
and
DANCING

-

3

lines
35c
Ope
7 Dc

TRY our
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Complete Dinners
Bar-B-9
ox. New York Cut Steak
Rs16
14 oz. Top Sirloin

52.75
SI 95
$1.95
51.85
$3.50

Chicken
Lobster

Includes (3.irlic Bread, Baled Potato and Green Salad with Ch,,
,!,...o.
, r4.45 Thousand Island Oil
Dressing,
end Vinegar
Milk .15

-b
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STUDENTS
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299 SAVE 309
REGULAR

ON MAJOR GAS

(we honor all credit

CV 5-C763

Moving?
Let the
Spada,. Ad(’
CI, ifi,(11

cords)

Ytt.GER & SILVA
(the

703 ETHYL

complete service station/

78 S. 4th Street

18 HOLE

help you find
a new home.

Rings as
beautiful as
the purpose for
which thcy were
made ... To be worn

REGULATION

/IX

with love.

11 bole Tbr3

Prices start at $10000

rs-

2050 S.WHITE ROAD
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Golf Team Chases Cal,
John Lotz Fires a 68

’-r.t.sy April

RPARTAN DAMT-7

24 196.3

Spartababe Spikers Test Cal,
San Mateo at Berkeley Today

Rebounding from its first lose oi Beats March 19, winning 15-12.
the viusily golfers ern- I The Berkeley linksmen seemed to
Ill- seasiin.
of California lind plenty of refuge in the sand
larrassed University
Monday at Sun Jose’ (rale, Monday, whether they wanted it or not.
Cuutit 1.) Club.

t.asber break on his rUli I
!hind Mel Holmes at Sanford, in
It, DX% I. \ I 1114)1
:1,aciiine Knowles first. meet tatv S.111(.1,
Millersisid. "Om e he g. . his
; .1I be
two-under
steps (limn, he I1111tIld briontl.
Stanford inv:14.104 San jar*
.; be monkeyed with today at February.
Johnny Loll shut a
poop ’t1 feet and get out to IS
Country ( lub Friday for a I p.m.
it Spartan sextet
1.;twards Field in Berkeley, when
Holmes who clocked 504 and
r 68 in leading
engagement 111th stS. The Inwan Miller’s power-pucked Spar- Knowles had to run out of the ler I in the hop, step and
clawed 71.6 per man. Lutz
which
ergus, cow,’ I, tile 11.1,
diana phirial third in the Weatiitabes collide with CitIlegetlf San -shoot" at Angell Field into a
wo easey the day’s medalist winern Intercollegiate’’, Pete t hie
Mateo and California frosts at 4 ..trong wind, in order to achieve man triple-Jumper in the
nei
declared Miller.
ate, Wit keeps his go)f score
;; In.
creditable times.
sari Jose State nou has a rocSouthern Cantor- ’ near 70, leads Stanford.
To date, Miller’s thinclads have
0th of
Miller remarked the timely am defeat on
ashioned enough solid individual
College of San Mateo gained reMa libeled a lIfIl-211
rival of Craig Fergus, after Moad
ethos is and convincing victories to
venge over the Spartan froah, with
sja in last vieek’s three-day
jumper Pat Moran had to lease
Southland.
earn the national freshman charna 13ta -714 victory at Almaden
raid trip into the
schivd. was due to some (tete-rutinpionship, ay.:arca:4i each )cur On
Harimproving
Monday.
.aid
James
Dan
ii-eruding on Miller’s part.
the basis of merit.
carded 70s, Harry
Ron Cerrudo of SJS was four"Ferise, ssorked hard ter the
alt Kranli both
Bill
all-around
73
and
Plato
under
par
has
with
frosli
t
68,
in
Gary
measuring
Taylor 72.
strength and Sall NIA. a III.’
Arsona 77 for San Jose. The (me- Dick Lotz for the second time in
Specializing in All Styles at
I.ate ( ’inference dual
ow!. par team effort was their a week. Lotz shot a 72.
stits-t championship to thrioi
San Jose’s yearlings played
setund best per-hi:mince of the
against sari Jose state. Sidi. I
without capable Terry Small,
year. The Spartans were three-unHENRY WATANABE
I.
State over
figures 5114111y’s I11./%%11114 i,
Who lacerated a finger uhile
der pie a::iinst Arizona
148 B. Alma
293-0705
yearlings could sy ell decide thr
I II in.
working on in golf club. Coach
Easter
Open Tues.-Sat. 9-6
torely nudyed the
0.
, nal i1111111
Guaranteed for
Jerry Vroom theretiire had to
The highlight ot
forfeit a single I t
WWII
Sheatter
air.orarwill be divided four
cost 5.15 Ws points In medalist
Parker
with the meet opening 44’.
and best ball play.
reason for the
The
relay.
Esterbrook
ntrion had a 74 against
San Jose
CHAMPIONSHIP FORM is shown
of thrills is that Cio ,r. .\ 1.
ida, were beaten 16IaWearevef
State’s golfing All-American, who glittered with a two-under par
Beaty will have to test he ,.
I tie Spartababes last week.
68 against California Monday. John won the recent Western
Venus
ed sprint reputation against
lntercollegiates for the
and
Erersharp
Jose’s Wayne
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
Misody no less than four times
AT LOWEST PRICES
Beaty will anchor the 44o
F or two pen oludents-for
those with pen -giving retie
Factory Warranty, D01.0-’s Sorric
1Moody, fun the
es. Be prepared -start usto.
Also veal cars at a mai low cl4Kount
aloody .:
aid the mile relay
All -Pen ink cartridges in
ing
Call 368-4259
4’441
Ili-sant-Ws best chances
your present cartridge pen!
(Rdwood City)
Don’t walk a mile for a
11.5). for its doubtful re,
cartridge. Come in and get
:Spartans lain stay with lAll -Pen Cartridges.
rugged 180-pound frame in I:
Washable Blue, Washable
The final step in sending a San national champion,. .,11,1 are rated I longer 220.
Black, Peacock Blue, Jet
Black, Cardinal Red, Blue
Jose State judo delegation back by Uchida a close fie.urite to take
Miller’s bid for national re
Black and Green.
iSweaters & Cashmere Coats
to this weekend’s National Colle- honors again this year. Ohio State, lion has added weight behir..:
Get All Pen Cartridges
Our
Specialty
giate Championships will be acted last year’s Eastern Coast cham- , due to comethrough performare 6 for 390 or 8 for 490
upon by the Student Cour-all today. pions, will enter the nationals for , by eertain Spartan, lateIN
At its weekly meeting the coun- the first time.
330 inlet
SlarlIti VI% \S 011 t
DISCOUNT WITH ASO CARD
cil will either appropriate or turn
agalier
The Air Force Academy arid
uvratiate Wardle.. in
RESPONSIBLE YOUNG
down funds needed to fly euach Colerado University, St,IhIllt and
first comp. -till,
Stanford, in
MAN WITH SALES
Yosh Uchida and five judoists back third respectively last year, have
lest in Iii,’ e%ent. ken loomt win
Cornell
University.
the
site
of
to
EXPERIENCE TO HELP
considerably
in one
imptoved
Iii.- high jump :it 4i-312
"Right on Campus"
the championships.
%seri. 11 p
Indian liNiper.
year’s time.
TRAIN AND MANAGE
IN 398 E. Santo Clara
293.1030
the
defending
The Spartans are
5oMM1111 unbeatable at II- I.
Uchida would take four black
COLLEGE SALES PEOPLE
Mauer aiso
(1’..".
belts and a single brown belt back
35c a line after 6 p.m.
I .towies, nephew of tt
to (7ornell’s CayugilIS whit erS it:
Hrs.
Open 24
Thelno Eniexlca, who ran
Ithica, N.Y.
Plenty of leads. No Invest7 Days A Week
nC far Team captain Lee Parr, the
ment. We train you. ExcelI50-pound titlist, seeks to deb .
TRY our
lent Summer opportunity.
CHICKEN -SPARE RIBS.- STEAK DINNERS
Ed Sobczak.s 5.15 baseball crew his crown. Gary Newquist, an
goes after its fourth and fifth proved 195-pounder, anti Da
hit It, /II t4
Send resume to Vita Craft league wins this evening, playing Sawyer, 185 pounds, both 7.
Pacific Sales, 3645 Grand host to the University of San third places last year. Kay: Van.
Ave., No. 303, Oakland or IFrancisco for a pair of contests saki, 165s, and brown belt ’
Okamoto, 135s, would cornlil
K. Yatw.
.
phone H.H. Winchester at beginning at 5 in Municipal Sta.- I
tra.:.ri.: team.
Broiled steak sandwich on but.
IT those who know as the ..
5-15
on
the;
Spartans,
ilium.
The
444-4615.
te,d french roll - Served with
greatest one-man trark shea :
year, are undefeated in league
r fries & salad. Coffee.
175 W Santa Cie, St.
CY 4-7800
play.
entered this weekend’s Mt. :Tea & ice C44eam oSan Jose scored a 1-0 vietcry
Antonio Relays cut Walnut, Ca.
295-9890
/Ter the Dons in a previous g 12
Yang, already the favorite
OPEN MON thrs SAT 11 A Sol to 2 A M
win the decathlon at the 1:
, in San Francisco. Jim Visher
San Jose State’, 1.1.11,, squad Olympics, put on a fabulous I
threw a two-hitter at USF at that
time. Catcher Bill Courtney and was shutout for the lirsr time this , formance for UCLA against 0outfielder Leo Vusich picked up year Monday, losing to the Univer- dental Saturday.
40 E. SANTA CLARA
sity of Southern California 9-0.
the only hits.
,
Starting off with a .
In the top two singles matches, in the broad jump. Yan.
Bill Dawson will probably throw:
in one of the games, with the other Dick Drake lost to Dennis Pialsion, the 120 high hurdles in 14.1. r
starting job undecided. Other prob- 6-1, 6-2, and Gordy Stroud was javelin at 226.412 ind won
able starters include Tom Van defeated by Rafael Osuna, 6-2, 6-0. pole vault at 16 feet, barely m.
Amburg, Lon Romero, Gary Vice USC is the top-ranked team in the ire.; at 16-5.
an
Other entrants are world rec
and Ron Lindenman in the infield: country at the present time.
Department of Public
program offered by the
Rick Busehini, Miles Yamamoto
San Jose will vompete in the discus holder Al Oe-rter. 204-1’.
Health. Gain knowledge and responsible experience in the
and John Jurivich in the outfield, Ojai Tournament in Ojai Thursday and Jay Silvester, who reeantly
Food and Drug regulation.
art Rich Green catching.
and Friday.
practice hurled the discus 206 f

All-Pen
cartridges fit
all these pens

Hank’s Barber Shop

by John Lotz,
third straight year.
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Defending Judo Kings
Aw ait Coucil
n Act n

Student
Bowling

One per9 ceracel

"WORK
OF
ART"

CAMPUS
MANAGER

SPARTAN BOOK

Art Cleaners

3 lines $1 .. anytime

SJS, USF Meet
In Double-Header

STEAK

C. K. Yang Enters
San Antonio Relays

$1.35

DOWNTOWN
BOWL

op KING BEE and cave/
See for Yourselves!

Slob Sacks Stun Individuals

or

FLOYD FRISCH
PERSONNEL OFFICE
CALIF. DEPT. OF PUBLIC HEALTH
2151 BERKELEY WAY
BERKELEY, CALIF.

Kent Marshall turned in the performance or the day Monday.’
throwing a no-hitter and hitting
three home runs to lead the Slob;
Sacks to a 20-4 victory over the
Indisiduals in independent softball
action yesterday.
Sinf,inia tripped the Red 11 ci ’ct,
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 CUT OUT iitlIllIllllllIilthlhtIlIlllllhIltliltltII 4-1, on a one-hitter by John Riegle. A triple by Wilt Jones was the
big blow for the winners. Randy
Bliss hit a two-lain homer as Kap,
pa Pi nudged Allen Hall. 14-11.
Tom Reiehle homered and stole I

MODEL U.N.

ALL WHO

BRING

Today - Thursday

j/Elkorj

Friday Only

ul

ho,

2;

11

JUT

A second ROBERTS BOOK STORE
to serve you. We’ll be
just "around the corner" or
just "across the street" from anywhere on campus.
No more trudging clear across campus
to satisfy book Wants ...
just shop at the nearest

Roberts Book Store

Hamburgers

575 S. 10th Street
Phone 292-1510

field two, Moulder Hall and :
Cal -Hawaiians vie en field th:
Markham Hall faces the s.
Sacks on field four, Pink Tutu A
nes tangles with Sinfonia on fa
five, the Individuals play the D.
monds on field six, and the IIHoard and Sigma Alpha Epsi
No. 2 meet on field seven.
All slow -pitch teams will be
play Monday, aeon ding to In’.
mural Director Dan Unruh. To I
is the last day to sign Up for cc.volleyball, he said.

COMING SOON

IN AD

ONE BAG OF CRISP
FRIES WITH ALL ORDERS

three bases as his team, Army
ROTC, topped Markham Halls 1310. FA Xavier and Mike Nordyik
each went three for four for the
winners,
The Cal -Hawaiian% it hipped
Pink TIM Angles. 12-2. Tao-lilt
pitching Ii) Steve Iiirsan and a
run by Mike
grand -slam h
Rook hightidited the game. The
Diamonds to -at sigma Alpha Epaeon No. ’2. 17-5.
In independent action today, Alloin Hall meets Army ROTC on

=? 1

Too busy to Eat?
Visit Henry’s for a quick treat.

TO

$100

every Thursday

PAUL’S BAR-B-Q

Starting salary $463 per month.
Currently selecting those to be appointed upon graduation
from applicants who have 30 units in sanitary, biological, and
chemical sciences.
SEND RESUME TO:

FREE!

SPECIAL

Trojan Netmen
Blank Spartans

SCIENCE
SENIORS
AND
SANITARIANS
nsive
Opportuni
training ty for professionalCalgrowth
ifornia through intebroad
field of

DELEGATES

Finest in BBQ Foods

=1
3
31

Soon TWO locations to sell back your texts
On 10th at San Carlos
On 4th opposite Library

COFFEE
SUGAR, C&H
ICE CREAM
FLAPJACK
Eolgers

ar, instant I 09

Pure Cane

Foremost
Dutch Pride

Imitation

Pancake Flour, Albers

ELBO MACARONI
EGGS K/B large grade

2
5
1 -1
2

or Long Spagkett ,
Best Bet

ranch fresh

PORK STEAKS +reasirle:lasgt:Ond
PORK BUTT ROAST ’2re:oh
1 MORTON’S
WATERMELON
ORANGES

lb

3ealbstaernvg.1

red ripe sweet
guaranteed 10 to 14 lbs.

99‘
39‘
394
19
29

lb

1

buy

Dbienenferosr hacmhicken,

sweet navel

0.
Lmaq

dozen

BISCUTS Pillsbury or Ballard
Fii-uorzkeeny,

bbag

2

1

A

lCba’n

lb.

39C

454
35

p 29
pkg 39
7
lb

8 bc

- 7 Day Sale - Wednesday thru Tuesday -

Many More Super Specials In Store
Praut
Quadre’s

KING BEE SUPER
- We Give Thrifty Grotto Pimps -

Plenty of Perking

10th IA Keyes

,

8-SPARTAN

nAn.v

Wednesday, April 24, 1963

Spring Formal
Free to ASB

Students Attend
Banquet -Meeting

Bids fur the Spi -at; Forma.
"Candlelight and Gold " is ill he free
to all ASH card holders, it was
announced recently by Loretta
Amenan, Social Affairs Comm:
tee chairman.
The annual event, scheduled for
May 10 at the Sheraton -Palace
Hotel in San Francisco,
Buts will he available May 6-10

SJS students in the Office
"England and the Common MarManagement class conducted by
Dr . John C. Tootle. assistant to ket" is the topic of an address to
the Coordinator f Evening pro_ be delivered by the Hon. Randle
grams, recently attended a ban - Reid -Adam. CBE, the British ConNorthern Cahim,
’ quiet meeting of the local chapter.5ral
for
of the National Office Manage- nut and Nevada, when he lectures
in TH55 tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.
ment Assinlation.
The lecture. sponsored by the ,
Attending were Diane Fox, Phil
Leni. Betty Nobel and Bob Martin. International Organization class of
Dr. George G. Bruntz. professor
of history, political science and
education, is open to the general
public free of charge.
Reid-Adam will discuss the possibilities of Britain’s joining the

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11/
Wish to shwa ownership t.

Auto Insurance for students. Phone 248
,.,rat Saucy Ins. 385 So. Mont.. -

,

- . .

EMPLOYMENT (III)

-The SJSC local

Boy with car
ass St manager
NC: se fl,g. Mr. D.inn. 298-33ei
Senior to train for managemnr.Dcsher parf-C,
M-. Wh,tter _

-

HOUSING (12)
Modern I bed apt. Drapes, carpets, sty.,
-e.- -; free washer. dryer. $75 mo. 752
or
Prof
Ride

wanted

Fi’o A.to-SJSC T.ef
t
s lens Ya..3. DP

Are you frustrated/ Co
4

living qtrs. & storage for
.
2456. 294-0264. P.M

Unfurnished

Vvny,

LOST AND FOUND (2)
frame ,-oaea
297-3152.
Lost:

Basset

ie-ses

ye,

duple., I bedroom. near
paid. $70 a
--,
:e-ts
CY 8 -

MERCHANDISE (16)

sic

Hound, ;amain
B s
ai
y --c 205.31C

Electric by1/4 hp motor
2 wcrati e
’he I
scale $5. c---,
$ 5. ba
kick wheei
a.- 1,85. 45
) .om,;fic
$45. Marin dread
Foon-f-. stefn,-. tar,-

AUTOMOTIVE (4)
’56 Yolks.
790-21.6.

-e - tATT. Frets

sororities, clubs-is

157 Lembrette
CY 7-3,55. To-,
1760 Austin -Healy
ve at.9 So 0.- 2’

Mvs

sa
FOR SALE

’53 Ford 2 -Dr. F
on-,

FOR

Sins 6 5 F
--, CY 79754,

SALE.

A
-
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BUSINESS SERVICES DU
msn

-

:

ANTED-

pin
3 2151.
--^

Dnummesl

ene

typist

Spartaguide
TODAY:
S oc lety for Advancement oil
Management (SAM): Meeting!
cancelled until May 1.
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Dr. William O. Zoller. associate
professor of English, reviews "The
Warfare State" by Fred Cook
today at 12:30 p.m. in cafeteria
rooms A and B.
The book concerns certain
forces in the United States Which THE HON. RANDLE REID-ADAM
tensions
international
intensify
. .. Common Market
and prolong the cold war. The
most significant force is the mili- earned a degree in modern tantary-industrial complex, according guages.
He entered the Department of
to the author.
Also, Cook presents evidence Overseas Trade in 1933. and was
which supports former Pres. Ei- Made Private Secretary to the
senhower’s statement in his fare - Minister for Overseas Trade from
well address that the influence of 1937-39.
From the outbreak of World
the complex is pervasive in Amerlean life and that it poses a threat War II until 1957 he was attached
to democratic condi t ions and in various capacities to the British
I’mbassies in Washington, Cairo,
values.
Cook, a Phi Beta Kappa gradu- L’ologne, and Stockholm.
F’rom February 1957 until April
ate from Rutgers University. has
written several magazine articles. 1960. Reid-Adam worked in the
Some are "The Shame of New Department of Commerce, Board
York." "Gambling Inc..- and "Jug- of Trade, London.
He married a U.S. citizen. Rita
gernaut," which has been expand ed into his book to be reviewed Audrey Carty, in 1942. and has
today.
two daughters, 16 and 18.

Student Peace Union: Meets at
,
269 N. Seventh St.. 8:30 p.m.
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TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Spartan Daily Ad Office
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
J207. I:30-4:00, or
Send in Handy Order Blank

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni. or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College. San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

Sangha Outs: "Vedanta, The
Religion Which Synthesizes All
Religions": E132, 7:30 p.m.
Rally Committee:
TH55. 3:30 p.m.

Meets

Instruction
Merchandise

Campus For
The English
San Jo.,e State students

able to register until April 30 for :
the overseas study program of Ca!ifornia state colleges. Four pro- *
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WISEMAN

Minimum requirements are: lipper division or graduate standing :
at the beginning of the current *
; academic year; a high grade point
average; and proficiency in the :
language to be studied.
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ONE SIGNET PAPERBACK
ROBINSON CRUSOE
by

by CRANE

THE FARM

ATLAS SHRUGGED

DEFOE

by RAND

TABACCO ROAD

WE THE LIVING

by CALDWELL

by RAND

POSSESSED

PALE HORSE, PALE RIDER

ANIMAL FARM

by DOSTOYEVSKY

by PORTER

by ORWELL

by

NOTES

BROMFIELD

FROM

UNDERGROUND

5TH

ECLECTIC

READER

by DOSTOYEVSKY

by McGUFFEY

by LAMPISDUEA

BROTHERS KARAMAZOV

FOUNTAINHEAD

STUDS LONIGAN

by

RAND

Meru
Greet

THE LEOPARD

by FARRELL

Make Any $3.00 Purchase
And Take Home A SIGNET
PAPERBACK FREE.

_

C .’1,

BRUCE

The academic programs offered :
consist of two months of intently(’ 4,
advanced language study in the 1:
host country, followed by two Se ’nesters of selected work
courses relevant to the student’s
major and professional objectives.
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_ Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle On)
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the fall of this year in France.

PLUS MANY MORE SIGNETS TO CHOOSE FROM

Weekly Rates:
2 lines - $2.00
3 lines - $2.50
4 tires - $3.00
5 lines & more-I5c per Iln

C,eneral
night In
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ed th,

Germany, Spain and Sweden.

RED BADGE OF COURAGE

Social Affairs Committee:
in C11164. 330 p.m.

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Lin.)

Ap
Op

grams are scheduled to be held in :

by DOSTOYEVSKY

Daily Rates,
Two lines, two time minimum
2 lines - 51.00
3 lines - $1 TS
4 lines - $1 50
5 lines & more -20c per line
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Women’s Recreation Assn.: Badminton at 6 p.m.; orchesis at 7
p.m.: Women’s Gym.

1

Contest entries will be i
A campus-wide photo contest.’
,pen to all SJS students. will be on the basis of pictorial
A feast fit for a King
sponsored next month by the cam- interest. and photograph’s
Hawaiian King. will be offered by
pus chapter of Kappa Alpha Mu.
S.IS’ Hawaiian nitti ti n 1 photo-journalism fraTrophies, winning phob
honorable’ mentions, and ...
ie
Club, at its annual Luau May 11.
Deadline for entries in the selected for exhibit will he
Tickets are now on sale at the teltid
KAM Photo Con- play in the central wing
Student Affairs Business Office. fourth annual
will be :t p.m. Friday, May library, May 20 through .1
test
353 S. 5th. Adult tickets are $3
Entry blanks and comes.
17. according to an announcement
and children under 12 sill be
by Barry Stevenson. chapter presi- may be obtained now in th.
admitted for $1.50.
dent. Entries should be submitted to-Journalismph
price
will
The single admission
to Joe Swan. assistant professor of in the photography section of ti..
cover the complete dinner. Ts,.
Physical Sc learthre’reatoDerY’pajtail.:...
,journalisrn in J112.
hilian entertainment and dance.
Trophies will he avvarded to After May 1, entry bliint
"Everyone is encouraged to students who enter the three best will be available at the Cat,.
wear Hawaiian dress and plan to photographs. Trophies are bring mliboruanryted andonSphpfoirtotanm.
stay for all three events," Al presented by Don 0. Webb of
All contest entries nut.,i
Nalcahara, club president, said.
Webb’s Photo Supply.
The Luau will be held in the
Judges for the 1963 contest will not to exceed 16x20 inches. A f.
Women’s Gym starting at 6:30 be Nestor Barrett, photo column- of $1 will be charged for
p.mlist for the San Jose Mercury-News; entry up to three. The fourth an..
,tess Marlow. news commentator- succeeding prints submitted by
photographer for KNTV; Eddie student will be entitled to f/.4,
official photographer for entry.
An
Overseas chQng.
"Enter as many prints as
Santa Clara County, and Wes
like," Stevenson said.
Hammond, local photographer.

FREE

in ED210,

Collegiate Christian Fel
Dr. Merri 11 Alexander, M D
speaks on "I Know Jesus Clint,’
Is Alive"; S142, 8 p.m.

Check ,it 0 iy.:r.ratior:
tic riess Services
Ficus:11g

Tau Delta Phi: Meets in ED212.
7:30 p.m.
American Meteorological SOCirty: Mark Schroeder talks on
"Sea Breeze Front"; E.329, 7 p.m
Phrateres: Meets

Tickets on Sale

Tlat official language of the
lintel: Meets in College Union. University of Stockholm Ls English.
8 P.m.
Information and applicati.a ...n
Young Republicans: Jess Marlilow of Kl’s’TV speaks on "Govern - the overseas program are a
merit Management of the Ness’s" able in the Dean of Student’s Of.
S 164 8 o m
Adm269.
’
s’- ’
_

University Dames: liairstylins:
program at Campus Christian CenCenter. 300 S. 10th St.. Ft p.m.

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Announcements
Aufornot:ve
Print your ad here

ECC and effects of the Common
Market on the economy of the
United States.
Described as an effective and
%sell knoan speaker. the consul general will also discuss the Braconcerning
i-h-French dilemma
commonwealth privileges within
the ELY’.
The Hon. Reid-Adain was edurated at Oundle and Trinity Hall.
Cambridge University. where he

Prof To Review
Warfare State
Today in Cafe
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KAM, Photo Fraternity,
Sponsors May Contest

British Diplomat To Present Hawaiian Club
Common Market Speech To Present Luau;

One time
SOt a line

Three times
25ca line

Five times
20t a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

For display advertising rates, call CY 44414, Eat. 20111.
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

- OFFER GOOD ’TIL SATURDAY, APRIL 27 -
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CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 E. SAN FERNANDO

SEE OUR HUGE SELECTION OF PAPERBACK BOOKS!
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